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And the day came for the risk
it took to remain tight
inside the bud was more
painful than the risk it took
to blossom.
�A N A Ï S N I N

W

hen you’ve had a less than perfect childhood, there is healing work to be done.
When you’ve experienced a great trauma in your life, there is healing work to be
done. When you’re a person living in this world, there’s healing work to be done�to be
human is to experience pain, and to be human is to be, by your nature, a transformationprone being.

Perhaps you wonder if this is the right book for you. If your childhood didn’t quite prepare
you for adulthood, your answer to most of the following questions will be “Yes.” If your
childhood home wasn’t the place to just be yourself and perfection was expected of you,
it’s high time you bravely embrace the real, imperfect you. If your family’s code was
pretending things were fine when they weren’t, you’re in the right place. If you were
expected to be glad when you were sad, you’re not alone. If you’ve come into adulthood
battling low self-worth and the nagging sense that you’re different from other people,
you’re reading the right book.
Regardless of how much these questions resonate with you the first time you read
through them, know this: anyone is welcome on this journey.
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Do you have trouble saying “No”?
Do you overcommit yourself, say “Yes,” then panic?
Do you seek approval from others only to need more?
Are you self-critical?
Is perfection your ultimate goal?
Do you need to feel that you’re “in control”?
Would you rather control others than trust them?
Are you doubtful about the outcome of acting on your instincts?
Do you feel shame about who you really are?
Do you have trouble completing projects and tasks?
Do you struggle to get places on time? (Are you always 5–15 minutes late?)
Do you “go numb,” feel fuzzy-headed, or feel like your brain locks down during a
conflict?
Do you feel your life is one big, unfurling reaction to what happened to you in
childhood?
Are you always waiting for the bottom to drop out?
Do you feel your life is driven by things people did, and still do, to you?
Do you fear that if you finally reveal the true you that you’ll be rejected?
Is it difficult, or even scary, for you to ask for what you want?
Do intimate relationships scare you?
Are you unsure whether you have a right to get mad�really mad?
Do you question whether you have a right to your feelings?
Do you experience anxiety that leads to panic attacks?
Do you imagine future conversations, plot, or plan ahead and then get upset by
the actual result, which differs from your expectations?
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Do you believe your feelings are connected to, dependent on, or control the
emotions of other people?
Do you feel more comfortable around chaos or people with big problems?
Are you afraid that if you change, you’ll be rejected by your family or that you’ll
be rejecting them?
Do you find yourself wondering why you didn’t say “No” earlier, stand up for
yourself, or get out of a scenario much sooner?
Is being self-reflective, idle, or “lazy” uncomfortable for you?
Is it difficult for you to just let go and have fun?
Do you crave, yet fear, spontaneity?

FIVE SUPER-KIND ABILITIES YOU’LL GAIN

FROM

DOING THIS WORK

Each of these abilities is within your reach. They develop from practice and applying a
compassionate approach to your personal growth�and from a decision to take the leading
role in your own story every day.
1. You’ll become self-propelled.
The fuel driving your actions will become your wants, desires, and needs rather than your
fear and anxiety about other peoples’ needs or wants. Your own unique interests, goals,
and personal fulfillment will become more central in guiding how you participate in life.
2. You’ll become able to handle highly charged situations.
The discomfort you feel when asking for what you want and during confrontations will
become a manageable one�a low simmer rather than a high flame�and you’ll regard and
appreciate the increasing comfort you have while dealing with difficult conversations as
encouraging proof of having become daring and engaged in life.
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3. Your self-esteem will become sturdy.
Your self-esteem will become more consistent and less of a roller-coaster ride, and you’ll
experience more and longer-lasting hopeful moments of ease and self-appreciation
because you’ll have cultivated unconditional love for yourself and cease to expect
perfection of your every breath.
4. You’ll learn to stay calm when criticized.
You’ll be able to remain calm in situations involving criticism without losing your sense of
self, your core, and your self-esteem; you’ll be able to hear and benefit from criticism
without the old and unhelpful party-crashers of anger, fear, and defensiveness.
5. You’ll learn to comfortably express your needs.
You’ll become comfortable expressing yourself and your needs in romantic relationships
and willing to risk an ending rather than stay in a problematic situation; you will never
again rationalize disrespect, criticism, or manipulation just to keep a situation going. And
you won’t be tempted to try controlling the relationship because you’ll have moved from
living in your head to living in the present moment.

THE LIES THAT BIND: DYSFUNCTIONAL FAMILIES
If there is a problem in a family and its members don’t want to fix it, the family will
become dysfunctional in order to avoid the problem, and further, in its attempts to live
“around” the problem that it ignores. The ignoring requires behaviors that are the
hallmarks of dysfunction: denial, magical thinking, lies, and shame. When engaged in
magical thinking, a person believes that their will and thoughts can make things real.
Magical thinking is a bit like “where there’s a will there’s a way,” yet absent of physical
effort, regard for reality, or reasoning�a mad scientist without the science.
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While it is most always more destructive and painful to postpone dealing with a
problem than to face it constructively, conflict avoidance is a characteristic of dysfunctional families. Rationally, we all agree that letting our problems fester leads to a
greater mess in the end; however, if we’re in a dysfunctional family, we pretend things are
fine�until things blow up. Even then, we attempt to bury, deny, and pretend.
In dysfunctional families, there is little value placed on what’s true, including one’s
personal truth. As such, members of dysfunctional families will become cut off and
isolated from extended family, friends, and society�all in order to avoid facing its
problems. Healthy personal boundaries, respect, and compassion aren’t practiced or
modeled in dysfunctional homes. Instead, manipulation and shaming are practiced, and
victim-perpetrator dynamics dominate.

GROWING UP

IN A

DYSFUNCTIONAL ENVIRONMENT

Dysfunctional childhood experiences cross class and cultural lines, and share common
characteristics. In dysfunctional families, parents hold children and one another to
perfectionist standards. Criticism is rampant�of the family members (and pets), as well
as extended family and neighbors. So are fear and abuse. Emotions, feelings, and desires
that don’t align with the parents’ wants or needs are rejected, shamed, or simply ignored.
Children growing up in dysfunctional environments tend to know�and feel
responsible for�the emotions of the whole household. And some will even believe they
have an impact on whether the family has a “good” day or a “bad” one. After all, if they are
blamed for a day going badly, by the same logic, they must have the ability to prevent it.
Growing up like this renders us chameleons, which can be both good and not so good.
The truth is, most of us knew more about our parents’ emotional states and feelings
than our own. Love is expressed conditionally in a dysfunctional home. This could mean
that your parents praised, touched, and gave affection to you only if your behavior pleased
them�but withheld it when that wasn’t the case. It could mean that your parent noticed
and valued only your appearance and attributed great meaning to it. For example, upon
visiting, your parent might exclaim, “You look great!” and, satisfied that that’s the whole of
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the story, proceed to talk about themselves without actually asking about your life or
interior world.
Dysfunctional homes are wallpapered in fear. As a result, you may have been afraid of
your parents, their moods, or their reactions because all of you existed in an environment
laced with the threat of violence. And then there’s the abuse you may have witnessed or
endured, whether verbal, physical or sexual. Whatever the shade of dysfunction you may
have experienced and lived through, you are among friends here.

SETTING SAIL
After ten years of writing about self-healing for guesswhatnormalis.com, I became inspired
to put together this book, which is to say, at long last. The inspiration came from my
readers. They asked, again and again, “Where do I begin? How do I start the process of
healing and doing the work of rewiring myself, transforming my traumatic childhood?” So,
here it is, my answer. This book is all about the beginning of healing. It’s about saying
“Hello, feelings,” and regarding what you feel with compassion. It’s about coaxing your Self
�your true, inner, imperfect, and lovely Self�out into the light. It’s about taking your
own hand, being your own guide, and learning and growing through the act of
investigating yourself. It’s about getting to know who is really inside each of us and enticing
that wonderful being out into the open more and more, bit by bit, with love.
We are sensitive beings, by nature. We’re human animals. We adapt to situations and
our survival is all important. If you grew up with parents who were unable to nurture you,
then you did what any child does: you survived. You hid your needs if you sensed they
were bothersome to your parent, focusing instead on theirs. If your needs were
inconvenient, criticized, or doubted, maybe you acted as if you were strong or perfect, like
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everything was A-OK , hiding your natural right to vulnerability and your needs for help,
guidance, and reassurance. Maybe you got the message that being “OK!” was all that was
acceptable, and understood deep down that being “OK!” guaranteed your safety and
security. That is what little beings do to survive. If that’s anybody’s fault, it’s nature’s.
Kindness toward yourself is the way out of pain, confusion, and doubt. I know this
because I practice it every day. It’s a way of life that doesn’t cost a cent. Kindness toward
yourself is a shift in thinking, a new habit that takes practice to form, and it’s one that gives
and gives and gives. Who knows? Perhaps your growth will inspire a few others around
you to self-reflect, and by and by, your practice of self-kindness will lead to bigger change
across your community, and even beyond that into the world surrounding all of us.

SURVIVE

OR

DIE

For many years I assumed that the central trauma of my life was having an alcoholic father.
In fact, not only did my father battle alcoholism, my mother did as well. My father got
sober decades ago; my mother died suddenly at age 53 with a blood-alcohol level so high
that she was comatose. And they, too, grew up with alcoholic parents�my dad’s dad and
my mom’s mom, both of whom, puffed up and saturated, died from the disease of alcohol
addiction. Alcoholism is “a family disease,” not only because the drinking of one person in
a family affects all members, but because it’s usually an inherited addiction�through a
combination of nature and nurture. Alcoholism is an addiction that courses through one’s
family tree for generations.
By growing up in an alcoholic family system, my ability to trust others became
impaired. I say family “system” because when alcoholism is part of a family, it has its own
power over the whole�you could say the entire family is under the influence, and that’s
true whether the alcoholic has become sober, or even if he or she still drinks.
It was my mother’s abandonment of me when I was four years old that I now know to
be the central trauma of my life. She simply chose not to raise me (“I set you free,” she once
told me with pride). Not only did she abandon me, but she didn’t acknowledge that the
abandonment had occurred. She left me with her parents for the weekend when I was three
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and a half years old and never returned except to visit occasionally. I often wondered if she
expected me to “get over” her actions; her decision seeded in me a difficult-to-unearth
trust handicap, knowing well how alcoholic family systems are full of lies and focused on
appearances, perfectionism, and hyper-vigilance in order to cope with the unexpected
mood changes and rages of the alcoholic. I also know well the sad possibility that a person,
no matter how integrated in my life or committed to me by marriage or blood, can up and
leave without explanation. It can happen; it did happen.

TRADING SURVIVAL LIVING

FOR

THRIVING

The words “journey” and “work” come to mind when I remember the first steps I took
toward getting out of pain and into healing. In college, I first began to work on the issues
that receiving poor parenting created for me. At the time, those issues were anxiety, lack of
trust, and feeling on edge and peculiar. While I had been made to go to Alateen meetings
in high school as my father started going to AA meetings, the meaning of my dad’s
alcoholism failed to click for me. I was still living at home, still in the inferno, surviving my
alcoholic family. I wasn’t in a position to see our family objectively in order to work on
myself. But in college, after a breakup with a longtime boyfriend, I sensed that relationships were particularly hard for me�harder than for a normal person. As a result, I sought
help. I found a therapist who taught me how to visualize my inner little girl and regard her
feelings, and I would spend an hour or so after the sessions writing. I wrote pages and
pages and pages, filling journal after journal.
Eventually, after college and some living of life followed by a graduate degree in
creative writing, my writing began to transform into something that seemed useful to
others like me. That writing�plus another decade of living, having a child, and carving
out a career�became the blog guesswhatnormalis.com.
Without some gut instinct, writing, good therapy, and many self-help books, I might
have taken the road that my childhood and family line had patterned for me�of
codependence, addiction, and decision-making ruled by anxiety. Sometimes I wonder if
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breaking free means choosing a road that is tougher, lonelier, and scarier. Indeed the road
to growth, freedom, and ourselves is an adventurous one.
Yet isn’t it the only choice?

YOUR JOURNEY
It is time to thrive. To get more joy out of your life, feel like yourself, and enjoy interactions
with others, you must complete your growing-up process by your own hand. Whether
you’re in your 20s, your 80s, or somewhere in between, you likely can’t believe you haven’t
yet done this work. Who cares?! Once you’re on the journey, it won’t matter why it began
when it did. It might have been someone else’s responsibility to raise you and prepare you
for life better than they did, but you get to finish the job. You’re the only one who can. And
you get to do it your way. Regardless of your current age, beginning is all that matters.

HOW

TO

WORK THROUGH

THE

BOOK

I put this collection of activities together with a start-to-finish progression in mind; start
from the beginning and work your way through to the end.
Every single activity in this book has potential to become the basis for an insight or
healing experience for you. There are no forms to rush through and fill out here�you can
regard each activity as its own world. Some may pack more of a punch for you today,
depending on where you are in life, and others will resonate more for you at a later time.
Utilize the pages and tools that resonate with you today.
The tools that have helped me along the way, and which I have created this workbook
around, are: writing (journaling, blogging, and email exchanges), reflection, feeling, and
reading. I have worked every one of these activities in this book because each was
necessary�they are the result of how I approached the inquiry into myself, and of my
healing work.
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THE BOOK’S FOUR PARTS
Part One: I Seek You
As you approach Part One of this book, the idea is to slow down and notice yourself: your
mind and its thoughts. What�or who�is the source of those thoughts? Are those your
thoughts? Do you like and agree with them, or are they old tapes from childhood? Regard
yourself as an observer, an investigator�of You. Approach the activities as if you had a
license to see, say, and feel anything; any feeling or thought that arises for you is valid.

Part Two: Feelings and Feeling Them
In this part, the idea is to identify, look at, and make friends with your feelings. If you grew
up in a dysfunctional household, you’re likely the product of the essential dysfunctional
family motto (that’s never said outright to family members, yet is always in operation):
Don’t Talk, Don’t Think, Don’t Feel. As you work through Part Two, the idea is to learn the
language of feelings, try on what it’s like to have a right to your feelings, and embrace them
as normal, valid, and an A-OK part of what makes you you.

Part Three: Navigating Sabotage
When you get to Part Three, you’ll go behind the scenes of sabotage and open the curtain
to expose what’s there�you’ll see the mechanics of sabotage and how to disassemble it. As
part of that, you’ll be noticing the critic and saboteur in your mind, getting practice with
rewriting the critic’s script, and aiming love at your inner saboteur. You’ll examine if you
and time are in conflict, giving yourself an opportunity to contemplate time, find out the
time things actually take, and coming to a place of respect and compassion for time.
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Part Four: Caring for You
This part can be considered one giant hug�a big, luxurious hug that you can give
yourself. These chapters are filled with ideas for self-care, spiritual practice, setting up a
nurturing home environment, and sensing your personal rights. You will delve into a study
of self-esteem, learning what it’s composed of and how to strengthen it and lean on it, and
how to take care of yourself through loving self-parenting. You’ll also find ideas for making
your environment a comforting one, knowing and honoring your needs, and enjoying and
sharing yourself with the world.
The tools in this book are meant to support you in your growing-up and healing process.
You can have a life in which you grow, feel alive and happy, and feel like yourself�and like
yourself�while living at ease. Show kindness toward yourself, regard yourself with
curiosity, and look openly and directly within yourself as you go forward.

I hope that you feel a sense of warm, calm love brewing up from
your belly to your heart as you work through these pages.
The act of doing this work creates its own magic.

BECKON AND BEFRIEND
YOUR INNER CHILD

The most terrifying thing is to accept oneself completely.
— C. G. J UN G

F

or every hero’s journey there is a hero and his sidekick. For Luke Skywalker, it was Han
Solo. For Frodo it was Samwise Gamgee. For you, it’s actually you�your inner child.
To draw forth your inner child from the deep past requires a bit of quiet and patience.
It isn’t terribly different from sitting in a boat on a lake and fishing: observing patiently and
with curiosity are the key elements.

Sit comfortably, close your eyes, take a few breaths, and begin to imagine yourself as you
were long, long ago, as a child.
Start by peering as far back as you can, imagining scenes from your childhood. Do this
sequentially, beginning by picturing yourself as a baby in your crib, then slowly growing up
… perhaps walking, riding a bike, playing hide-and-and-go-seek, sitting on the classroom
rug, then at your desk at school, riding a bus, setting up a fort in your closet, playing games
with friends, feeling bored, being lost in your imagination ...
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Let your mind travel around in time for a bit, then see if a particular moment from your
childhood rises to the surface or catches your attention.
Now visualize yourself at the age you were when you may have first become aware of
things being not quite right in your family, when you might remember a sense of unease, of
feeling scared or vulnerable. Picture yourself then and there at that age. (For me, that
moment occurred when I was six. I remember fights�one in which a door was slammed
so hard that the paint along the edge of the molding split up and down like a jagged seam. I
would look at that split seam over the years we lived in that house and always feel an
emotional jolt.)
If you can’t quite bring your inner child into focus, some prompts to consider are:
What did you look like then? Can you visualize your hair, your face, your shoulders, your
physique�or maybe your jacket or your shoes? Can you imagine being that small? Can
you imagine what it felt like to be alive in your body as a child?
Once you have a visual, once you can see yourself as a child, reach out to that child and
place your hand on its shoulder. Imagine yourself kneeling down, gazing into the eyes of
yourself as a child, expressing that you’re here to take care of him or her. You can say, “I’m
here now. I’ve grown up and come back for you. I love you and I’m going to protect you
today, and always.”
Allow great compassion to pass from you to that child. Even though it may be difficult
to face this innocent version of you, being compassionate and kind to your inner child is
essential.
Keep this child in your heart. Allow yourself to have this visualized conversation with
him or her whenever you like over the years�during tough times, brilliant ones, or
whenever one of you needs it. I once had an unexpected conversation with my inner child
during a deep freeze in Massachusetts. I was carefully picking my way around ice patches
on the sidewalks while turning over a problem in my mind�a challenging personal
situation that was calling for some maturity. My inner child popped into my mind, very
suddenly and very clearly. I let her into the dialogue. “I’m deciding to grow up a bit,” I said
to her, “and I can see you’re ready to do the same. I’ll guide you through.” I was talking to
her, to myself, to both of us.

MAKING
TO THE

PLEDGE
WORK

A

O

ne way to embark on a healing journey is to say that the journey has begun, and to
begin it with a gesture of kindness toward yourself. Making a pledge to yourself sets
the tone for the work to come. It is hard like a promise and soft like a wish. A pledge to
yourself makes it real and difficult to ignore or “forget” because it allows little room for
doubt that you are in fact cultivating a new approach to life. The journey ahead is fortified
by three aspects: intention, ceremony, and commitment.

INTENTION
Intention isn’t only about what you hope to get out of this self-healing work, but the spirit
in which you’re doing it�the why. While you may hope to improve your marriage, for
example, through this work, your deeper intention may actually be to achieve greater
emotional intelligence. While you may hope to end up-and-down cycles of weight gain and
loss, or of hope and hopelessness, your deeper intention may be to love yourself at any
given moment, whether in struggle or ease.
Perhaps an event triggered this work for you�maybe an argument, a painful loss, or a
breakup. Maybe it was merely some final-straw event when everything snapped into sharp
focus, forcing you to find a more effective approach to life, even if you had little foresight
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into what that approach would look like. Or, perhaps you simply�finally�get it and
realize that you do matter, that you truly count, and that you intend to finally start putting
yourself first (or at least not last all the time).
Think now about your intention. Stop here and take a few moments to consider it�
write a few notes, or take a walk around the block and let your intention for this work rise
to a fully-formed conscious thought. You may want to learn how to identify and feel
comfortable with your feelings, to manage anger, to express your needs and wants to your
partner and family, to learn to handle criticism with grace, or to feel good about yourself
during good times and bad. Whatever your intention is, name it.

CEREMONY
Ceremony transforms healing into something both playful and transcendent�and
memorable. Ceremony also has the function of slowing us down a few beats, allowing our
deepest intentions to sink in and be facilitated by physical action. You might think of the
word “ceremony” as something involving funerals or weddings, or rituals of medieval times
involving cauldrons and fire. But ceremony is little more than a series of steps, a procedure,
or a format for doing something. In writing this book, my ceremony involved setting out a
few books by writers I admire, as well as index cards, my journal, pens, and pencils, and
standing at my workspace and taking a deep, mind-clearing breath before I began to sketch
out what this book would be.
Ceremony is a ritual that sets habits in place, permitting you, over
tim to begin your work without having to agonize over it or
time,
browbeat yourself into getting started. Work that begins with
ceremony becomes habit as you look forward to it, and to how
things will proceed after it.
You may want to turn off your phone, lock the door, and fill a
l with water as your ceremony. Or you could tell those around
glass
you that you’re going to be doing some “work” and need to be left alone for thirty minutes,
and then change into comfortable clothes. Another ceremony could be to sit and take in
five deep breaths before opening a notebook you have chosen to use only for your self-
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healing work. Being present as you ready yourself�perhaps by stretching, closing your
eyes, lighting a candle, meditating, or brewing tea�is really all you need to do.
I have turned out lights and lit candles as part of scene setting for writing work; I’ve
crafted inspiration boards and created certificates of self-regard and permission for myself
as part of my healing work. The steps need not be rigidly followed�depending on the day,
your mood, and the work, the steps will be different. Maybe you have an urge to hold a
stone in the palm of your hand�great, doing that alone creates ceremony. A few other
ideas could be:
Heading out to the garage in comfortable shoes, turning on the light and some
jazz music, unlocking your tools, and saying “time to create!” while pulling the
cover off the motorcycle you’re restoring.
Waking early, putting on thick socks, checking on your sleeping children,
splashing water onto your face, then sitting and meditating.
Brushing your teeth, stretching, and doing a few push-ups before settling into
research and note-taking about unmanned space exploration vehicles.
When you take a break during your work, consider remaining connected or somehow
engaged by carrying a part of your project with you, keeping the spirit of it alive; take an
object, page of writing, piece of fabric, or list onto the couch or into the hammock with
you while you rest.

You decide to rest a bit . . . and so you put chisel and mallet back in the toolbox.
The second your fingers abandon the tool, the chisel returns to cold steel; the
mallet goes back to being a mere wooden assembly . . . You have abandoned
them, they now abandon you . . . To let go of the tools of your trade, to exit the
theater of your creating during a pause, is to annihilate the entire meaningful
alchemy you have created in your practice.
—Philippe Petit, Creativity
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COMMITMENT
There’s that word. Commitment. We are ambivalent about commitment. Why? Because
when we commit to a plan, it seems to allow so little room for a sense of control, so little
freedom in the event we need to jump up and escape, to run for our lives.
Yet commitment is simply a foothold, something to anchor you and keep you steady
while you work. Just as the next rung on a ladder steadies you as you decide whether to
climb further up or jump off, a commitment is a type of home base or point of balance
from which to move�or to live. There is a greater amount of room to move within the
framework of commitment than we suppose; it provides stability for deeper experience. A
commitment is a pledge.
I invite you to make a pledge to your self-healing.
In writing your pledge, you may want to simply write it on the next page. Yet it doesn’t
have to stop there. You may also feel moved to type it into a note-taking app on your
phone, compose a song about yourself, or create an artistic collage that expresses your
declaration of healing. Perhaps you’ll want to use colored pencils, even if for the first time
in decades, and decorate your Pledge of Self-Healing. You decide. But whatever you write,
let it be with yourself�and your inner child�in mind, and full of love and compassion.
Make it a big deal and full of intention.
Here’s mine:

0
P ledge of S e l f- Heal i ng
I , Am y Eden , pr omi se t o l ove t he chi l d w it hi n me , t he chi l d w h o
endured, adapt ed , an d sur v ived . Th at chi l d de s er v e s m y l o v e , ki n dn e ss,
respec t , an d n ur t ur i ng. I hereby c om m it t o pr ov i de t hat c om pas s i o n t o
m yse l f. I w i l l accept my se l f . I w i l l cher i s h m y faul ts. I w i l l be Ho me t o
m yse l f. I w i l l l ove my se l f , just as I a m t oday a n d an y g i v e n day.
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CATCHING YOUR THOUGHTS

Your mind is the garden, your thoughts are the seeds,
the harvest can either be flowers or weeds.
— W ILLIAM W ORDSWORTH

I

used to believe self-esteem was all about saying, “no.” I thought it was about setting
and upholding personal boundaries. But self-esteem is so much more than that�it’s
the product of instinct + action. It’s a verb. You can think of instinct as a gut sense and
action as what you do in reaction to your gut sense. Put both to use. Instinct and action are
a powerful and fertile combination.
I educated myself about self-esteem through reading a lot of self-help books, many of
which I’ve listed at the back of this book, and through exploring what it feels like to be
lacking in it�that is, dealing with the fallout of not behaving with my self-esteem on
board. Yet it was through action that I really got it, by acting from what kept me evenkeeled, which was my self-esteem. Thank goodness self-esteem grows! By this I mean that
you don’t have to ignite it again and again once the pilot light is “on.” Self-esteem grows like
plants do: feed it and get it into some sunlight, and as long as you nurture it fairly
consistently, it shocks you by actually blossoming, growing, and strengthening. Once
cultivated, you never have to start self-esteem from seed again.
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If you grew up in my house as a child, you would have heard a lot of criticism of other people.
Anyone. Everyone. The neighbors? Lazy. Your aunt? Heathen. Your uncle? Selfish. Grandparents? Judgmental. Cousins? Undereducated. Friends of the family? Too ambitious. And
on, and on. It wasn’t just criticism of their behavior that I heard (“The neighbor forgot to pull
her trash bins off the sidewalk again”), but the criticism bled into the personality and moral
fiber of the person as well, as attacks of character: “She can’t take two seconds to pull her bins
off the curb? I can only wonder what the inside of her house looks like. She probably can’t pay
her bills on time either. Her childhood must have been really bad.”
If you heard your parents criticize others, you most likely knew well the actions that
were disapproved of, and you probably tried to avoid doing the types of things you’d heard
criticized. As you grew up, you may have learned to turn their criticism (imagined and real)
onto yourself. I inherited this brand of ugliness and grew up aiming the mean criticisms I
had overheard during my childhood at myself and, unfortunately, at others too. If I didn’t
pay my rent on time, I’d think I was deeply flawed and headed for self-sabotage, rather than
that I was simply distracted by changing jobs that month and forgot. Humans forget things,
right? Humans are imperfect, right? Yet if we have forgotten to pull our garbage bins off the
street after the garbage is collected, rather than think, “I’m exhausted. I’ll grab those in the
morning,” we think, “If I can’t handle taking two seconds to drag the trash bins off the curb,
how am I ever going to succeed at anything?” You’ll out your sorry self to the neighbors
too, not that they don’t already suspect you’re lazy. (Why take yourself down a notch when
you can destroy yourself down to your core?) We can deal ourselves killer blows with a
single thought. We were raised to. It is learned self-brutality.
Not only do we tend to think brutal thoughts about our deepest selves, but we also
connect dots that shouldn’t be connected as part of that style of self-criticism. For
example, the way I grew up, I learned to think of certain actions as related to one another:
trash cans and success, for example. Somehow I believed that taking in trash cans could be
related to being a successful person. That’s darned unhelpful and a terrifying way to move
through life, not to mention flat-out wrong.
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CATCHING YOUR THOUGHTS
How do you begin to catch your inner critic mid-grumble? How do you compassionately
listen to and negotiate with an unruly committee of the mind? The first step is to catch
your thoughts in action by listening in to them, slowing down, and deciding to be an
observer of yourself; then really noticing how you think, what you think, and observing
your mind.
Not all thoughts are the same types. Some are random, quick reactions to a small event
�such as when you eat a second piece of cake when you didn’t plan to. Others are
decades-old thoughts that lurk or hang around�such as when you think about looking for
a new job or starting a project�that rise up and influence you. Others still are anxiety-like
thoughts�such as the ones that strike in the middle of the night or give you a tight,
queasy stomach first thing in the morning.
Consider your first, waking thoughts of the day. To what does your mind first jump? Is
it that you have to go to that job? Is it the commute? Is it that you’re still late on that overdue
project? Is it remembering that yesterday you put off an important personal goal once again?
Or the waking realization that you’re still in that relationship you were going to end? Or that
you didn’t magically wake up as the-painter-who-sells-paintings you so badly want to be?
Downer thoughts aren’t limited to the moment you wake up, but it can be a good time to
discover them. Our waking thoughts tend to be raw, honest, and closer to our subconscious. As we wake, we are (at least for a moment) free of layers of false selves.
In truth, our layers of false selves aren’t as opaque as we think; our masks are rather
transparent. What we tell others we are does not impress, alter, or control what others see,
though we would like to think the opposite is true. Similarly, what others tell us they are,
they may or (likely not) may not be. I remember once saying something to the effect of,
“For every mask you don, I just see you more clearly,” to a man who favored phrases that
began with, “I’m the kind of guy ...”
Yet masks aren’t undesirable. While they may often be mistaken for the entirety of an
identity, masks are essential tools for wading through society, making our way through the
day, and expressing our humanhood.
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For we are revealed not only as our disguises slip or are abandoned but in the
nature of the disguises we choose. Pretenses are always insufficient, overcompensatory, or both. Masks melt into our faces and become impossible to remove
precisely at the instant we realized they were transparent all along.
— Jonathan Lethem, The Disappointment Artist

For an example, what thoughts do you have about your after-work routine? Do you
leave work on time? Is it a struggle? Do you make any time for sitting quietly once home?
What about your weekends? Your friends and social life? And your way of feeding
yourself ? All situations and times of day are fair game and ripe for self-study.
Here are some sample thoughts:
I hate this. I’m always rushed in the morning and it’s like I can’t escape the cycle. It’s clearly
simpler for other people. I can’t just get up when the alarm clock buzzes.
I need too much alone time—I can’t get enough. I shouldn’t need so much time to myself.
Seems like I’d probably have more of a social life and be a better friend if I got out more.
I want to eat cookies. I wish I didn’t. I wish I had the self-control of a normal person. I’m
stressed. I’m too old for food cravings, aren’t I? I’ve got to be sexy again.
Write down as many as you can on the next page. Don’t worry about sounding whiny
or ungrateful, just be accurate. What are you frustrated about? Jealous of ? What do you
secretly want? What’s distracting your mind? What thoughts, wishes, or worries are
bumming you out? Record your thoughts honestly. Will they sound silly? Will they
surprise you? Yes and yes. Is that normal? Yes. Do you have to show this to anyone? No!
Observe your thoughts with curiosity. Make notes about the unhelpful, automatic
thoughts and the negativity and dread that goes on in your mind. Write down what you
hear yourself think about yourself. Continue to slow down and observe your thoughts for a
few weeks. The more practice you get at this, the easier it becomes to lure, hook, and catch
the thoughts, and eventually, toss them right back into the water.
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Once you’ve recorded a few caught thoughts, see if you can spot and then rewrite a few of
them. And this time, emphasize their absurdities. By “absurdity” I mean unfair comparisons,
nonsense, and false logic, as well as silly, victim-y, and unlikely consequences.
Taking my caught-thought examples from before, here they are with exaggeration and
the absurdities glorified:
Every
Eve morning, rush, rush, rush because you never get up on time. Hell-o,
I guess you don’t want to be successful. Because honestly all you have
to do is jump out of bed when the alarm clock buzzes!
I need sooooo much alone time, too much—a freakish amount. I
should move to a cabin in the woods. I’d be a better friend and have
a social life if I didn’t need all this time to process, think, and feel
everything!
I’m a Cookie Monster who can’t get enough. Normal people eat, like,
two
t cookies. I can eat them till I’m ill. I wasn’t meant to be a sexy
woman
wom because if I were, I would have been born without a sweet tooth
andd with some self-control!
Taking things to the extreme like this can help you get some distance and to laugh at
yourself a bit. Sometimes when dealing with our thoughts, it can be therapeutic to go for
drama, to ratchet up pathetic to an extreme�and in so doing, face fears. Try it on the next
page.
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Are you curious what your thoughts reveal about how your mind works? Are you curious
about what your underlying wishes, longings, and frustrations are? The process of investigating your thoughts involves capture and study. You’ve done a bit of capturing, so now
you can study what you’ve caught.

INVESTIGATING YOUR THOUGHTS
Consider the thoughts you wrote down on the first journal page. Choose one that seems
simple, that contains a straightforward or mundane woe, like going to bed too late,
skipping brushing your teeth, not returning someone’s call, or not filling your gas tank
before it hits empty. Then explore it, in writing, by posing questions to yourself about the
situation.
Questions you might pose to yourself:
Would it be the worst thing if I kept doing this?
What does it say about me that I do this?
Does it really say that about me?
How do I feel when this happens?
Why do I feel that way?
Am I judging myself unfairly?
What might be the reasons I do this?
What if I learned that brilliant, beautiful, famous, and rich people do this too?
What would I say to my inner child if he or she did that?
What is the most compassionate way I can respond to myself here?
Is there a problem here, or am I being hard on myself ?
Is there another way to see this?
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Those are just starter questions. Try what fits. Once you start asking fitting questions
of yourself, you’ll know it because the thoughts will just flow. Truly. Simply start writing
questions to yourself, and the rest will follow.
Here’s my dialogue-in-writing, using the thought I caught about time alone (“I need
too much alone time�I can’t get enough. I shouldn’t need so much time to myself. Seems
like I’d probably have more of a social life and be a better friend if I got out more.”):
What would be the worst thing about meeting up with a friend for coffee even if I
was totally exhausted? Why do I think I have to be well-rested in order to go meet
up with friends? Is that not perfectionist thinking? Do things really have to be
“just right” in order for me to go have fun? I always thought perfectionism was
about work performance, and I never really considered it could show up in this kind
of way. I act like things have to be “just right,” but I don’t actually believe that
when I stop to think about it. Why don’t I take more time by myself? What if I
took two hours to myself and saw what it felt like? Do I feel like I will “fall apart”
or fail to uphold some kind of “persona” if I’m not able to have time to myself
before sharing my time with others? Do I judge myself for needing time by myself?
Is it really true that I need more time to myself than any other person? Is it
possible I’m judging myself overly harshly here, holding myself to some kind of
standard I’m unaware of? Is it possible that this is a case of needing a “normal”
amount of time to myself but for some reason I feel guilty about it? I remember
that whenever I was sitting idle while I was growing up, my father would give me a
project to do, so maybe the guilt about time to daydream or read stems from that.
I’d rather feel balanced than guilty, and I don’t actually think there’s anything
wrong with taking time by myself. In fact, what I actually truly believe is that it’s
essential to being a conscious person and a writer! And when I look at how full my
days are, I have to admit that there’s really no time to myself in there, so of course
I’m craving it. I bet that even thirty minutes a day would really turn things
around ...
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The ideal mind frame for this thought investigation activity is curiosity, to simply wonder
what might be going on with you and to be open to where the questions and their answers
might lead.
Your turn. Choose one of your caught thoughts and question it in writing below.
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I hope you’re starting to sense, through writing about your thoughts and starting a
dialogue with yourself, that you are growing the ability to heal yourself by your own hand.

A DEEPER CONTEMPLATION
But wait�there’s still more to consider. The final step is to go even deeper by studying and
contemplating what you just wrote. Think of it as finding wallpaper under a painted wall,
getting curious about what color is beneath, and peeling back layer after layer with
questions. Take a look at what you wrote on the previous page and notice words, phrasing,
and tone. Ask questions of your writing, such as:
Does that word choice or phrasing sound like me or someone else?
Is there a conflict between what I think I’m supposed to do and what I want to do?
What kinds of assumptions are at play?
What is my greatest fear in this situation?
If I don’t actually believe this, what’s the origin of this thought?
What’s at risk if I choose not to think this way?
When you hit on a realization or get to the underlying feelings, expectations, or beliefs
fueling your thoughts, you’ll know it. You’ll feel it. And then you’ll have arrived at something you can work with, because you’ll have hit the point from which you can rewrite what
you think.
Working through this activity is an act of kindness toward yourself. Welcome feelings
of love�and great relief�that well up inside you (the real you) as you work through these
questions. Write your thoughts on the next page.
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